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6. Cost to
Value

1. Talent strategy tied to
corporate strategy

2. Focus on “Strategic”
competencies

3. Teaming / Collaboration
4. Working Remotely

1. Fill vacuum at corporate
level

2. Optimize Portfolio risk
3. Ensure pro-active ACTION
4. React to regulatory

changes

1. Protectionism
2. U.S. vs. China
3. Keen geo-political

knowledge
4. Tier II Supplier risk

1. Increase Velocity
2. Self-Directed Teams
3. Managing Change
4. Consultant / Advisor - Shift

tactical work to business
units

1. Constantly refresh
Technology Roadmap

2. Adoption MOST critical
3. Required New

competencies highest
risk

4. Critical for role shift

1. Focus on resiliency and
recovery for survival

2. Speed to recovery is critical
3. Deliver innovation from

Suppliers
4. Collaborate to increase Top-

Line (new metric for
Sourcing)

1. Primary focus Must Be
Stakeholder Value Drivers

2. Deliver NEW incremental Value
3. Cost savings takes center

stage again
4. Metrics aligned with

Stakeholder metrics

1. Supplier Diversity
2. Diversity, Equity &

inclusions incorporated into
decision making

3. CSR competency a
competitive advantage

4. Climate change is back
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Resource Optimization & Roadmap for Technology
• The corporate strategy will dictate the types of talent required. A

Strategic Workforce plan will outline “perform internally” or
outsource scenarios.

1. Talent strategy tied to
corporate strategy

2. Focus on “Strategic”
competencies

3. Teaming / Collaboration

4. Working Remotely

1. Constantly refresh
Technology Roadmap

2. Adoption MOST critical

3. Required New
competencies highest risk

4. Critical for role shift

Resource
Optimization

Roadmap for
Technology

• “Strategic” competencies (e.g. analytical thinking, collaboration,
change management) are valued and prioritized over functional
skills.

• Working in teams and collaboration are critical as organization
are more geographically dispersed. Supply Chains require input
and alignment across functions.

• Remote work is here to stay. This new phenomenon will provide
organizations with access to resources that may not have been
available to them in the past.

• Assessing value and deployment decisions are critical-constant
monitoring and evaluating against strategy will be key

• ROI is buried deep in Adoption(and not just in Sourcing) – most
technology initiative FAIL because of lack of Adoption

• Competencies needed for maximum ROI are ALL Strategic-those
so called “soft skills” turn out out to be a Critical Success Factor

• Essential to automate low value-added work and shift role-
critical to free up work cycles and uptalent resources
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Risk & Response Lead Time

1. Fill vacuum at corporate
level

2. Optimize Portfolio risk

3. Ensure pro-active ACTION

4. React to regulatory changes

1. Focus on resiliency and
recovery for survival

2. Speed to recovery is
critical

3. Deliver innovation from
Suppliers

4. Collaborate to increase Top-
Line

Risk

Response
Lead Time

• Major gaps identified by COVID – Opportunity to expand scope
of “portfolio” in scope for risk management

• Analysis without action is negative value – Ensure that leaders
are held accountable to take pro-active action – not just react

• Historic changes due to COVID – can be turned into a competitive
advantage by understanding and leveraging them

• Absolute necessity-especially post COVID-Was critical during
pandemic-suppliers will be evaluated on this in a big way

• Many sourcing organizations created significant competitive
advantage because of their speed to recovery-this will a
requirement going forward, not an option

• Presents opportunity to extract and import innovation from
suppliers-getting stakeholders to be receptive will need to be
addressed

• Using pandemic as the vehicle to increasing visibility and
interaction with customers must be a goal leading to impact on
revenue

• Significantly higher acknowledgement post COVID – Carper
Diem!!
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Rethinking Globalization & Redefining Value

1. Protectionism

2. U.S. vs. China

3. Keen geo-political
knowledge

4. Tier II Supplier risk

1. Primary focus Must Be
Stakeholder Value Driver

2. Deliver NEW incremental
Value

3 Cost savings takes
center stage again

4. Metrics aligned with
Stakeholder metrics

Rethinking
Globalization

Redefining
Value

• Trade relations will continue to align towards these competitors-
Category strategies must incorporate impact and will need to be
flexible

• Ability to stay educated and current is critical-can also serve as a
path to establish credibility and knowledge leadership in rest of
organization

• Insistence on getting visibility from Tier 1 is even more important
– Global strategies need to incorporate this as part of the
analysis

• Seeking out your Stakeholder Value Drivers creates alignment,
commitment and is THE key to breaking down resistance.

• COVID has opened doors for Supply Chain at the highest levels
in our organizations. It’s up to us to use that access to find ways
to deliver new incremental Value.

• The financial fallout in 2020 has created a critical need to reduce
cost. Sourcing needs to take advantage of this opportunity to
raise its visibility and gain credibility.

• Sourcing / Supply Chain metrics are aligned to Stakeholder
metrics to ensure that Stakeholder Value Drivers are sought out
and realized

• Will continue to rise as governments react to political pressures –
Educate stakeholders on both the sales and supply side and
exploit arbitrage opportunities
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Rapid (AGILE) Procurement & Responsibility to Society

1. Increase Velocity

2. Self-Directed Teams

3. Managing Change

4. Consultant / Advisor - Shift
tactical work to BUs

1. Supplier Diversity

2. Diversity, Equity &
inclusions incorporated
into decision making

3. CSR competency a
competitive advantage

4. Climate change is back

Rapid (AGILE)
Procurement

Responsibility
to Society

• Self-Directed teams is an effective way of building a strong
cross-functional team that builds on each other’s strengths,
while building competencies within the group.

• Most issues and challenges are both predictable and
inevitable. As such, change strategies are put in place
to deal with the challenges early to increase velocity.

• Sourcing / Supply chain become strategic advisors to the
business, building technology solutions and processes that
allow Business Units to complete tactical work on their own.

• Social unrest and inequality have shed a light on diversity and
Sourcing/Supply Chain can lead the way by investing in Supplier
Diversity – either reenergizing a program or starting one.

• D,E & I is being incorporated into all decision-making
processes such as who to hire, which suppliers to do
business with, which customers to work with, etc.

• Competency in Corporate Social Responsibility is a
competitive advantage today but will be a requirement in
the future. CSR is no longer a “want” but is now a “need”.

• Climate change is real and must be considered particularly
when we are deciding which products to use within our
organizations or within our Supply Chain processes.

• AGILE Procurement has taken center-stage incorporating
AGILE principles into “the way they work” to increase the speed
of the processes while focusing on customer satisfaction.
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Contact Us

+630.268.8963

annek@thempowergroup.com

www.thempowergroup.com

Blog.thempowergroup.com

/TheMpowerGroup

company/the-mpower-group-inc.
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